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ABSTRACT

We propose a new method for measuring a position of an endpoint of a metal cylinder in which a sinusoidal intensity

distribution vibrating sinusoidally is used. The position of the endpoint is measured as a phase of a sinusoidaUy

phase-modulated signal which is generated from a light diffracted from the endpoint. In order to extend the

measurement range and measure a diameter of a metal cylinder two sinusoidal intensity distributions with two

different periods of P1=100 um and P2=98 um are used. Cylinder diameters are exactly deternmined from the

measurements for two endpoints of a cylinder using the two periods. Experimental results make it clear that the

measurement error is less than 0.3 um for a cylinder metal of 3885.2 um diameter.

1. INTRODUCTION

For measuring an outer diameter of an object a collimated laser beam is illuminated to the object and the intensity

distribution just behind the object is measured. A laser beam of a very small diameter is sea血ed across the object

surface and the time interval during which the laser beam is blocked by the object is measured. In these methods

measurement error is a few macrons because there is di血action of the beams by the endpoints of the object. In this

paper, by using a collimated laser beam with sinusoidal intensity distribution the information on a position of the

endpoint is added to the light diffracted by the endpoint. The information on the position is converted into a phase of

a time-varying sinusoidal signal by sinusoidally vibrating the sinusoidal intensity distribution of a period Ps- In this

conversion the position can be measured with a resolution of about Ps/300 in the measurement range less than Ps- In

order to extend the measurement range two sinusoidal intensity distributions with two different periods are used. In

experiments 3.9mm-diaraeter of a metal cylinder is measured with a measurement error less than 0.3 Pm by using

the two periods of Pi=100 ¥xm and P2=98 jim.

2.　PRINCIPLE OF POSITION MEASUREMENT

Figure 1 shows a configuration of the setup for measuring a position xo of an endpoint of a cylinder. The collimated

light from the laser diode (ID) is illuminated onto a grating G of sinusoidal intensity pattern of a period Ps- The

grating is vibrating sinusoidally with a wave form of Zsin(coct+8). A Fourier image of the grating exists on the x-axis,

and the time-varying component of light intensity on the position xo is given by

SD(t)=COS【Zsin(ゥct+0)+α】　α=27tX。/Ps・　　　(1)

Light diffracted by the endpoint of the cylinder is gathered with Lens L2, and detected with a photodiode (PD). The

tune-varying component of the output signal丘om the PD is also given by Eq.(l). The signal SD(t) is a sinusoidally

phase-modulated signal, and it is Fourier-transformed to calculate the values of Z, 9, and α. The calculated value of

α gives us the position xo of the endpoint of a cylinder.
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Fig.l Configuration of the setup for measuring a position Xo of an endpoint of a cylinder.

3. SETUP AND POSITION MEASUREMENT

Figure 2 shows a configuration of the setup for

measuring a diameter of a metal cylinder. The cylinder

is put into light beams, and positions xqi and XO20f the

upper and lower endpoints are measured. The

collimated light from LDl and the grating Gl of 100

Jim period produce a sinusoidal intensity distribution

with a period of 100 |im on the x-axis. The collimated

light from LD2, the grating G2 of lOOトim period, lens

L4, and lens L5　produce the sinusoidal intensity

distribution with a period of 98 jim on the x-axis. The

position of L5 is adjusted to obtain the period of 98トIm・

Usi喝the two sinusoidal intensity distributions with

two different periods of Pi=100 Pm and P2=98 ¥im

leads to a wide measurement range which is specified

by a synthetic period of P=PiP2〝i-P2 =4900 Pm.

Measurement of a diameter of a metal cylinder wi仙

the two periods will be described in Sec.4.

In this section we use only a sinusoidal intensity

distribution of Pi=100トim in order to show how to

obtain the signal Sc(t) for the two endpoints of a m占tal

cylinder with a diameter of about 4 mm. In Fig.l we

consider a beam Bd of the di血acted light shown by

the dotted line and a beam Bn whose propagation

direction does not change at the endpoint. When the

distance Hi between the endpoint and the lens L2 is

equal to the focus length f2 of the lens L2, all beams of

light diffracted丘om the endpoint xo propagate in the

same direction. When Hi is a little less than f2, the

beam Bd separates more greatly from the beam Bn as

也e distance H2 between the lens L2 and the detection

plane is longer. In experiments light diffracted at the

endpoints was observed being distinguished丘om the

transmitted light for a metal cylinder of about 3.9 mm

diameter when Hi was about f2=16 mm and H2 was 80

mm. We detected intensity distribution I alo喝an axis

Fig.2　Configuration of the setup for measuring

a diameter of a metal cylinder.

Fig.3　Detected intensity distribution.
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Ld at the detection plane with a PD hi

the setup of Fig.2. Detected ntensity

distribution is shown in Fig.3, where

there are two small peaks at the

positions indicated by A and B. These

peaks are generated by the light

diffracted at the endpoints. We detected

the signal SD(t) around the positions of

A and B with a linear CCD image
一

sensor at Q)c/27t=60 Hz, and calculated

phase αwith也e signal processi喝

described in Ref.2. The results are

shown in Figs.4　and　5, where the

horizontal axis is the cell number of the

CCD whose interval is 14Pm. From

these results it is concluded that the

position of the endpoint can be

measured丘om a constant value of the

phase α containing in the diffracted

light which generates a small peak in

the intensity distribution.　The

measurement error sq is less than about

0.02 rad.
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Fig.4　Detected intensity and phase distributions around A.
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Fig.5　Detected intensity and phase distributions around B.

4. DIAMETER MEASUREMENT

Figure 6. shows the scales which are used for the measurement of cylinder diameter D. Two phases α1L and α1R for

the positions x。I and x。r of the endpoints are measured with the sinusoidal intensity distribution of Pi=100 Pm.

ShIlarly two phases α2L and α2R for the endpoint positions are measured with the sinusoidal intensity distribution of

P2=98 jim. The positions are expressed in the x-coordinate whose origin is assumed to be coincident with zero phase

of the period of P^lOO Pm and'phase α2s of the period of P2=98 jam, as shown in Fig.6. In these situations the

position xql is expressed by

x。L= llPl+(αlL/2tt) Px = 12P2十(α2L/加) p2 - (α2s /2n)?2, (2)

where h and l2 are positive integers. Putting P=PiP2/(Pi-P2) and

αL=α2L-αil in the expression (x。lル2)-(x。l/Pi) obtained丘om Eq.(2),

wehave

x。L = P(l2-Il) + P(αJ2n) - P(α2S/27T).  (3)

The position x。r is also expressed with the same relations and

αR=α2R-αir, and we have

D = x。R - X。L = P(αd/2tc) ,  (4)

where αd is detent血ed by choosing one丘om relations of

αD=±(αR-α.) and α l=27t±(αR-αL) so that αD corresponds to the

real value of D. Measured value obtained丘om Eq.(4) is denoted

-HP2トー

!02- 。^-⊥二. .忠o^slO 2冗　　　　　　　　　ォ2R
l　　　　　　　　　1

o±= p =卓二=
Fig.6　Scales used for measurement

of cylinder diameter D.
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byDs.Diameterisexpressedby

D=miPi+Dl=1112P2+D2,(5)

wheremiandm2arepositiveintegers.A血evalueDiofthediameterDisgivenby

D,=Pi(αdi/2tc)<Pj,(6)

whereαdiisdeterminedbychoosingonefromrelationsofαDl=±(αIR-α1L.
,)andαDl=2tt±(αIR-αil)sothatαDl
correspondstothevalueofDs.AfinevalueD2ofthediameterisalsoobtainedwiththesamerelations.From

measuredvaluesDsandDiwecalculate

mci=(Ds-DO〝ト(7)

IfthemeasurementerroreDSinDsissmallerthanP]/2,wecandeterminetheintegermibyroundingoffthevalueof

mcitoaninteger.Sincethemeasurementerroreαinαdislessthan2×0.02rad,themeasurementerrorEdsinDsis

lessthan31ト1m.InthismeasurementerrorthediametercanbeobtainedfromEq.(5)withthemeasurementerror

lessthan0.3トIm.

MeasurementresultsareshowninTable1.Wegaveadisplacementtothecylinderalongthexaxisatintervals

of10Pm.SixmeasurementsweremadeatthedifferentpositionsofAx.Differencesbetweenthevalueofmaand

anintegerofitsroundnumberarewithin0.2.Anaveragevalueofthecylindricaldiameteris3885.2一mandits

measuremente汀ormDiisabout0.3トLm

Table1MeasurementResults.

α 1 L　　α　　　ォ2L　　<*2R　　αL　　α R　　αD D s

1.39　　2.30　　1.56　　-2.52　　0.17　-4.28

10　　　0.73　　1.67　　0.88　-3.13　　0.15　-4.80

20　　　0. 10　　1.03　　0.26　　2.51　　0. 16　　1.48

30　　-0.49　　0.43　-0.33　　1.87　　0.16　　1.44

4.99　　389 1.5

4.95　　3860.3

4. 96　　3868.1

5. 00　　3899.3

85.5　　38. 1　3885.5

85.0　　37.8　　3885.0

85.1　37.8　　3885. 1

85.3　　38. 1　3885.3

αIV,(rad), α1Rl(rad), α2L(rad), a2R(rad), α Xrad), α t(rad), αD(rad), Ax(ドm), Ds(ドm), Di(Pm), D(ドm)

5. CONCLUSION

We constructed the setup for measuring a position of the endpoint of the metal cylinder in which the sinusoidally

vibrating sinusoidal grating was used and the light diffracted丘om the endpoint was extracted. The position of the

endpoint was measured as a phase of the sinusoidaUy phase-modulated signal. In order to measure a diameter of the

metal cylinder the two sinusoidal intensity distributions with the two different periods of Pi=100トはn and P2=98 Pm

were used. Experimental results made it clear that the measurement error in the diameter is less than 0.3 jam
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